Abstract Evidence in support of the neuroprotective effects of flavonoids has increased significantly in recent years, although to date much of this evidence has emerged from animal rather than human studies. Nonetheless, with a view to making recommendations for future good practice, we review 15 existing human dietary intervention studies that have examined the effects of particular types of flavonoid on cognitive performance. The studies employed a total of 55 different cognitive tests covering a broad range of cognitive domains. Most studies incorporated at least one measure of executive function/working memory, with nine reporting significant improvements in performance as a function of flavonoid supplementation compared to a control group. However, some domains were overlooked completely (e.g. implicit memory, prospective memory), and for the most part there was little consistency in terms of the particular cognitive tests used making across study comparisons difficult. Furthermore, there was some confusion concerning what aspects of cognitive function particular tests were actually measuring. Overall, while initial results are encouraging, future studies need to pay careful attention when selecting cognitive measures, especially in terms of ensuring that tasks are actually sensitive enough to detect treatment effects.
Introduction
With the number of people over the age of 60 expected to double between 2000 and 2050 [71] , the projected incidence of age-related neurodegenerative diseases, and related health care costs, is also set to rise significantly. A recent report to the Alzheimer's Society estimated the current annual cost of dementia in the UK alone to be around £17.03 billion [30] . Research into age-related cognitive decline has found that normal ageing and neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease (AD), vascular dementia (VAD) [25] and Parkinson's disease (PD) [24] can be moderated or mediated by oxidative stress and inflammation. In PD, for instance, the selective and progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra may be indirectly caused by oxidation of dopamine in the presence of cellular thiols such as cysteine [64, 70] . In normal ageing and in cardiovascular diseases, such as atherosclerosis [43] , inflammatory processes are understood to be both directly and indirectly responsible for cognitive decline. Investigation of the neuroprotective and cognitive benefits of foods and food components, such as flavonoids which are rich in compounds that may reduce these neurodegenerative and inflammatory effects, is, therefore, an important step in the search for dietary therapies to help maintain cognitive health with age [6, 39] .
The protective properties of flavonoids show enormous potential in counteracting many aspects of cognitive decline [68] and to date, over 6,000 types of flavonoid have been identified [19] . Flavonoids are made up of two aromatic carbon rings and a benzene ring, and their structure varies according to their degree of flavan ring oxidation, their glycosylation or alkylation, and the hydroxylation pattern of their molecules (see Vauzour et al. [68] for information regarding the structure of flavonoids). Flavonoids are divided into six classes: flavonols, flavones, isoflavones, flavanones, flavanols and anthocyanidins [38] . Flavonoids are found in high quantities in vegetables, fruits and fruit juices, and other beverages such as tea, red wine and chocolate; plant extracts from pine bark, Gingko biloba and Pueraria lobata which are high in flavonoids, are regularly consumed for their reputed health-giving properties, in particular, to protect against cognitive decline [35, 41, 48, 53, 57] .
Flavonoids are thought to enhance cognitive function via their neuroprotective properties, enhancing neuronal function and by stimulating neurogenesis [61, 62] . They have the capacity to cross the blood-brain barrier, and have been detected in the rat brain in areas related to learning and memory shortly after oral administration [1, 45] . Flavonoids may therefore help to protect against the memory deficits associated with normal ageing as well as the neurodegenerative processes associated with various forms of dementia, such as AD, VAD and PD [24, 34, 59, 63, 64] . A range of possible mechanisms through which flavonoids might reduce cognitive decline have been identified, in particular, their ability to interact with the neuronal intracellular signalling pathways mediating neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation [61, 62] .
Flavonoids are thought to work by modulating cellular signalling pathways, such as the mitogen-activated proteinkinase pathway (MAPK) and the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3 kinase/Akt) signalling cascade [73] . They are also known to modulate the transcription factors nuclear factorkappa B (NF-kB), which is involved in signal transduction through protein-kinase inhibition [18] , and to promote the expression of brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [72] , which is responsible for neuronal and synaptic growth and survival [29, 72] . One class of flavonoids, isoflavones, appears to act by mimicking oestrogen, and affecting brain function by mediating oestrogen receptor processes and inhibiting tyrosine kinase [36] . Of particular interest is the ability of flavonoids to improve endothelial function by increasing production of the signalling molecule nitric oxide (NO), leading to relaxation of the endothelial smooth muscle, which in turn results in a greater control of blood pressure [58] . Increased NO inhibits the enzymes nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and cyclo-oxygenase (COX-2), reactive C protein and the atheromatous plaque adhesion molecules known to be involved in inflammation [17] . Vascular dysfunction, resulting from endothelial dysfunction, is thought to play a pivotal role in the development and progression of cardiovascular diseases implicated in cognitive decline, such as atherosclerosis, and is therefore also an important mechanism to consider in the development of neurodegenerative disorders, such as AD and PD [5, 15, 20, 52, 67] . Flavonoids have also been shown to reduce oxidative stress via their ability to scavenge reactive oxygen species (ROS), although their in vitro redox potential is greatly reduced in vivo [62, 68] .
Studies using animal models (reviewed in this volume, see Rendeiro et al. 2009 ) have demonstrated that certain groups of flavonoids may slow and even reverse the effects of ageing and dementia [16, 27, 28] . In existing rat studies, memory deficits may be prevented by the consumption of foods rich in anthocyanins, a flavonoid subgroup [3, 8, 34, 51, 60] . For example, supplementation in rats has been shown to enhance both long-term memory [3, 8, 34] , and spatial working memory [72] , resulting in higher levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in the hippocampus [3, 8, 34, 51, 60] . Flavonoid compounds, such as anthocyanins, have been shown to be present in the brain 10 min after consumption and their presence is correlated with improved performance on cognitive tasks relating to learning and memory [1] . One recent rat study showed that blueberry supplementation prevented elevated levels of nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-jB), an oxidative stressresponsive protein, in areas of the brain associated with cognition (frontal and hippocampal) and motor performance (striatum and cerebellum). Memory scores were associated with NF-jB levels in the hippocampus and cerebellum, suggesting that the cerebellum may play a role in cognitive as well as motor function [18] . Another study found a dramatically attenuated memory impairment correlated with higher levels of BDNF in mice after supplementation by the flavonoid Oroxylin A [29] .
While existing animal studies provide crucial insights regarding the neuroprotective properties of flavonoids and their underlying mechanisms, such studies are mute with respect to possible effects on more complex human cognitive functions that involve abilities underpinned by language, such as verbal memory, implicit memory and learning, and those supported by our ability to organise information, such as executive function. Executive function is a complex and somewhat controversial term used to describe a number of distinct, specifiable 'control' functions that are distinguishable from processing speed, memory and motor functions. Examples of executive functions include 'switching' or 'shifting' (e.g. alternating between behaviours or information sources), 'inhibition' (the ability to suppress automatic and habitual responses or behaviours, 'updating' (the ability to discard and replace information [42, 49] ), 'sustained attention' (requiring sustained concentration and monitoring skills [40, 49] ), 'strategic memory search' (conscious, controlled retrieval of structured information [4, 40, 47, 49] ) and 'planning' (the ability to deal with novel information, generate goals and make decisions on a suitable course of action [4, 49] ). All of the above processes are dependent on 'working memory', a psychological construct used to describe a hypothetical system for the temporary manipulation and maintenance of speech-based and/or visuospatial information, requiring the control of attentional resources [2] . In terms of memory and learning, various distinctions can be drawn between short-term memory (e.g. digit span or digit recall tasks) and long-term memory (e.g. episodic immediate or delayed recall and recognition), conscious or unconscious processes (e.g. explicit versus implicit forms of memory and learning), memory for events (episodic memory) or meaning (semantic memory), remembering to perform actions (prospective memory), memory for skills (procedural memory) and memory for images and/or spatial orientation (visuospatial or spatial memory). Motor function is measured with or without a cognitive component (e.g. motor speed or psychomotor speed), and IQ may be sub-divided into crystallised intelligence (measuring acquired knowledge) and fluid intelligence (measuring non-verbal ability, problem-solving and pattern recognition independent of acquired knowledge). Thus attempts to characterise the effects of flavonoids on human cognition need to utilise a wide range of tasks to fully assess cognitive ability. In doing so, it is important to bear in mind two points. First, although a particular task might be identified as having a primary neuropsychological focus such as 'executive function' or 'episodic memory', such measures are not 'task pure' [4] . For example, a range of processes may support a nominally 'executive', task such as memory, processing speed and motor function. Second, in terms of the underlying brain regions supporting cognitive performance, it is important to recognise that any task is likely to recruit multiple neural regions. For example, functional neuroimaging studies have revealed activations in prefrontal cortex, medial and lateral parietal cortex, as well as hippocampal/medial temporal lobe activations during episodic memory retrieval [56] .
The aim of the current paper is to review the methodological approaches used to examine the effects of flavonoid supplementation on cognitive performance in humans. While human epidemiological studies and evidence from animal models suggests a positive association/relationship between flavonoid intake and cognitive function [35, 50] , comparably few studies have been conducted using randomised controlled trial (RCT) designs. Nonetheless, with a view to making recommendations for future good practice, it is timely to review the design and methodological considerations of those existing intervention studies. We sought to address four main questions: (1) what proportion of flavonoid interventions have reported significant benefits to cognition and in which domains? (2) How much consistency is there across studies in terms of cognitive domains measured and tasks employed? (3) Are there any cognitive domains that are underrepresented in existing intervention studies? (4) What are the implications for future flavonoid intervention studies?
Methods
A search of three databases (Web of Knowledge, Medline and the Cochrane Central register of Controlled Trials) for human flavonoid randomised controlled trials exploring cognitive function as the primary or secondary outcome was carried out using the search terms 'Flavonoid ? Cognitive' and 'Flavonoid ? Memory' for the past 10 years (e.g. January 1999-March 2009). Non-randomised studies and studies that did not include a control and/or placebo group were excluded. Studies that specifically focused on the cognitive effects of flavonoids either in extract or whole food form were included. Outcomes were changes in cognitive performance. Tasks were initially categorised by their primary neuropsychological focus, which was determined by the descriptions provided in the selected review papers. Where disagreement occurred, the authors used the task descriptions most commonly used in the psychology literature for each task. Next, any additional processes measured by each task were identified based on terms commonly used in the neuropsychology literature.
Fifteen flavonoid studies [7, 9-11, 13, 14, 21, 22, 32, 33, 35, 41, 48, 57] which met the inclusion criteria were included. Ten were conducted with soy isoflavones [7, 9-11, 13, 21, 22, 32, 33] , nine of these on post-menopausal female populations [7, 9, 11, 13, 21, 22, 32, 33, 75] ; two studies examined flavonoid extracts from Ginkgo biloba in older adults with [35] and without [41] AD; two studies looked at the effects of pine bark extracts on healthy older adults [48, 57] ; and one study examined the effects of flavonol-rich cocoa on cognitive function in young healthy female adults [14] .
Significant outcomes for cognitive testing in dietary intervention studies rely on two things: (1) the potential for cognitive change as a result of direct dietary intervention with respect to dose and duration in the cognitive domain or cognitive aspect being measured and (2) cognitive methodologies sensitive enough to measure such cognitive change. The most important consideration in setting up a suitable framework for measuring human cognitive function in flavonoid research is to determine methods that are sensitive to dietary changes and repeatable over time, simple to interpret and specific to cognitive domains. In this respect, brief measures, such as the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) [12] and the Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog) [55] , are suitable for cognitive screening of dementia and mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a term generally used to describe the level of cognitive impairment found in the intermediate stage between normal ageing and fully developed dementia [46] , and also for the measurement of widespread, gross cognitive changes over time in longitudinal studies [37] . Both tasks consist of 11-items, covering a broad range of cognitive functions: orientation, attention and calculation, memory, language and motor skills. They are less likely to be sensitive to smaller changes over shorter time periods in healthier individuals at predementia stages. In AD research, the MMSE has shown an overall progression rate of 0.24 points/month, although this was moderated by education duration, gender, disease incidence and drug therapy [54] .
In the studies included in this review, a variety of approaches has been used to measure cognitive performance, targeting either multiple or single aspects of a particular cognitive domain. For instance, two isoflavone studies looked at the same four aspects of memory (verbal, visuospatial, semantic and memory span) [22, 32] , whereas three others only used a single memory measure each, but combined these with measures for one or more other cognitive domains [7, 33, 75] . In contrast, others simply targeted general cognitive function as a whole (often referred to as 'global cognitive function') [35] . In total, 13 studies used multiple tasks and/or targeted multiple domains, executive function and memory, in particular [7, 9-11, 13, 21, 22, 32, 33, 41, 48, 57 ] (see Table 1 ). Of these, six studies also included at least one test of processing speed [7, 11, 22, 41, 48] , and two also measured motor function [21, 75] . In the two remaining studies [14, 35] , a single task only was used. An fMRI study examined changes in BOLD signal during an executive function switching task after consumption of cocoa flavonols [14] ; the AD study used a single measure of general cognition (the ADAS-Cog) to explore the effects of Gingko biloba on prevention of cognitive decline on dementia patients [35] . In this latter study, patients were screened beforehand using the MMSE. AD patients were grouped according to severity of cognitive function (e.g. MMSE score of 24 or more, \24 or \15, where lower scores indicate greater cognitive impairment). The ADAS-Cog results were analysed between cognitive impairment groups as measured by the MMSE.
Results
Across the 15 studies reported here researchers used a total of 55 separate cognitive performance measures comprising two general (or global) cognitive function tasks, three IQ measures, eight psychomotor speed tasks, 22 executive function and working memory tasks and 20 memory tasks (see Table 2 ). Immediate and delayed recall or recognition for the same task are counted here as a single memory task, for example, the WMS-R Logical Memory Test I and II [69] .
The MMSE was used in six studies [21, 22, 32, 33, 35, 41] , albeit in four as a screening tool [21, 22, 35, 41] . Three isoflavone studies [21, 33, 75] used the MMSE as a global cognitive measure, but in two cases it was non-significant [21, 32] . In the third [75] , the MMSE showed a positive effect of treatment for both isoflavones and HRT versus control, which showed a negative change over time; however, the baseline mean MMSE score for the control group was 28 ± 5.9 (out of a possible 30), suggesting that individuals with MCI were included in this group which may have skewed the results. A significant effect of Ginkgo biloba treatment over 13 months was found using the ADAS-Cog [35] , but only for patients with a moderate to severe cognitive impairment, such that patients with MMSE scores \15 showed a significantly reduced rate of cognitive decline in the treatment group compared to placebo. Nine studies measured processing speed or psychomotor speed, using eight different measures [7, 21, 22, 32, 33, 41, 48, 57] ; two found significant treatment effects with 60 mg/day isoflavones [7] and 180 mg/day Ginkgo biloba [41] (see Table 1 ). IQ measures were used in four studies but only to check group differences at baseline [9] [10] [11] 32] .
Executive function and working memory was explored in 14 studies [7, 9-11, 13, 14, 21, 22, 32, 33, 41, 48, 57] with 22 different outcome measures. Significant flavonoid treatment effects were shown in 10 of these [7, 9-11, 13, 22, 33, 48, 57] . In total, 10 outcome measures proved sensitive to treatment with flavonoids, although in one study, supplementation with 71 mg/day soy milk resulted in a decline in working verbal memory performance [13] . A significant difference in an fMRI BOLD signal was found after 2 weeks supplementation with 172 mg/day cocoa flavonols [14] , but there was no corresponding behavioural effect on a switching task [14] . The CANTAB IDED test, an executive function measure of rule learning and reversal (described as assessing 'frontal function'), offered the most consistent results and was used in three isoflavone studies in young adults [11] and older adult females [9, 10] , all showing significant effects of flavonoid treatment (100 and 60 mg/day, respectively, over 6-12 weeks). The Stockings of Cambridge test, a measure of planning ability used in the same three studies, was significant in two of them [10, 11] . The Trail Making test, which measures 'switching' or 'shifting', was used in six studies [21, 22, 32, 33, 41] , but was sensitive to flavonoidmediated cognitive change in only one isoflavone study, at a dose of 100 mg/day [75] . Only one out of seven isoflavone studies found a significant effect of treatment on Total  4  2  3  1  1  1  5  3  14  1  8  6  --4  12  8  9  17  6  15  7  3  1 verbal fluency using 110 mg/day over a period of 6 months [33] . Finally, no effects of treatment were found for visual search, possibly indicating that these measures were not sensitive enough. Working memory (numerical, verbal or visuospatial) was tested in eight studies [7, 13, 21, 22, 32, 48, 57] and showed significant effects of treatment in six of these, including the negative verbal working memory result mentioned above [7, 13, 22, 48, 57] . Spatial working memory measures accounted for three of the significant results [22, 48, 57] , suggesting that findings from animal flavonoid studies are replicable in human studies.
Other memory processes were investigated using 20 different measures in 14 studies [7, 9-11, 14, 21, 22, 32, 33, 35, 41, 48, 57] . Flavonoids were found to improve memory functioning in two isoflavone studies [9, 11] and in one study, using 960 mg/day Pinus radiata [48] , whereas a study using 60 mg/day red clover extract initially found a negative effect of flavonoid treatment on long-term immediate and delayed verbal recall, and shortterm digit recall [22] , which disappeared after statistical correction for error.
On closer examination of the various memory functions measured, the most consistent positive findings were shown for memory tasks with relatively short retention intervals (also described as explicit or episodic tasks, or as immediate verbal, numerical, visual or visuospatial recall). Fifteen different measures were described in 13 studies [7, 9-11, 13, 21, 22, 32, 33, 41, 48, 57, 75] . Significant positive effects of soy isoflavone treatment were found using the Common Objects recall test (a picture recall task) in young and older adults [9, 11] , and the Logical Memory Test 1 (LM1-an immediate story recall task) in young adults [11] . Although the LM1 test was used in a number of the reviewed studies [9-11, 22, 33, 41] , the above finding was not replicated elsewhere. A negative effect of 60 mg/day isoflavone supplementation was found using the Digit Recall Test, a measure of memory span, although again this effect disappeared when the authors statistically corrected for error [22] . Longer-term memory was explored in 12 studies, using 10 different measures [9, 13, 21, 22, 32, 33, 41, 48, 57, 75] . The CANTAB Delayed Matching to Sample test, a measure of delayed visual recall, was the only task to reach significance in the expected direction, using 100 mg/day isoflavone supplementation in young adults [11] .
Ten RCT studies looked at visual or visuospatial memory, using 10 different measures. Only one study, using 960 mg/day Pinus radiata showed any effect of flavonoid treatment, with improvements in reaction times on an immediate visuospatial recognition task in 50-to 65-year-old males [48] .
Semantic memory was investigated in four studies, but showed no significant effects of treatment [21, 22, 32, 75] .
Implicit memory/learning and prospective memory were not measures in the studies reviewed here and have not to our knowledge been measured in any flavonoid RCT studies to date.
Discussion
Findings from this small selection of human cognition RCT studies using flavonoid treatments are suggestive of a positive association between flavonoid consumption and cognitive function. Although two studies had null findings and one showed a decline in cognitive outcomes, the majority of studies did find significant improvements on measures of executive function and memory, and some also found increases in general cognition and processing speed. While findings are mixed, these RCT studies clearly offer some support for previous epidemiological, longitudinal and observational findings concerning the benefits of flavonoid consumption on cognitive performance. The most interesting evidence comes from tests of specific cognitive domains, such as executive function and memory, and simple tasks focusing on specific functions within these cognitive domains have also been informative. Some of the most promising results come from studies that have used multiple measures within each cognitive domain. In contrast, general or global tests of cognitive function have been less successful when used on healthy populations. However, a great deal of work still needs to be carried out to identify tasks that are sensitive to flavonoid-related cognitive changes in healthy human populations. Interpretation of findings from existing studies is currently limited by a number of factors which we outline below.
Overall, sample sizes for the reviewed studies were relatively small, with most studies having fewer than 100 participants. Seven studies had samples of 50 or less [9-11, 14, 22, 41, 48] , including one which carried out 13 cognitive tasks on 28 participants (14 per treatment condition) [22] , and one which carried out 10 tasks on 27 participants [11] . Obviously wherever possible sample sizes should be calculated on the basis of an expected effect size, otherwise the power of an intervention to detect a difference between treatment and placebo is at best uncertain. Power calculations and effect sizes were considered in an isoflavone study, where authors argued that 31 participants were required per group for an effect size of 0.64 and to have 70% chance to observe differences between participants [75] . Positive effects of flavonoid treatment were found for executive function, working memory and MMSE scores, although as discussed earlier, baseline measure difference may ultimately account for some of these findings. In contrast, while power calculations were discussed in another isoflavone study [22] , only 15 intention-to-treat participants were assigned per group, and no significant results were found after correcting for error. A related issue concerns the problem of dealing with type 1 errors (e.g. the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is true), when analysing multiple cognitive performance measures within a study. Encouragingly, three studies addressed the possibility of type 1 errors by using multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) [9, 13, 48] , and a fourth applied a Bonferroni correction when interpreting their data albeit a very conservative one [22] . A relatively large-scale soy isoflavone trial (intention-to-treat n = 175) used linear regression analysis [32] . In the other studies, a series of t-tests [7, 41] , ANOVAs, or ANCOVA [10, 11, 21, 33, 35, 57] were used, with no apparent correction for multiple measures. Additionally, one of the Ginkgo biloba interventions made multiple one-tailed hypotheses, which would only be appropriate if it could be assumed that the treatment would affect all aspects of cognitive function measured; negative results published elsewhere do not support this assumption [13, 22] . In summary, researchers should be cautious when analysing and interpreting the results of multiple cognitive tests. Future studies should aim to use larger samples, carry out appropriate power calculations, consider effect sizes, and use statistical techniques that lower the risk of Type I error.
One of the aims of the current review was to try to identify particular cognitive domains and related tasks that have proven sensitive to flavonoid supplementation in existing intervention research. The major advantage of this is that it will help future researchers to select appropriate performance measures and will also begin to permit cross study comparisons of the effectiveness of different flavonoids, dose levels, populations etc. On reviewing the current studies, though, we noted that there is actually considerable confusion in the literature concerning the terms employed for the same test. As one example, the Trail Making Task Parts A and B have been referred to by different researchers as measuring visuomotor tracking and attention [33] ; speed for attention, sequencing, mental flexibility, visual search and motor function [21] ; information processing and prefrontal lobe function [22] ; sequencing and shifting perceptual sets, concentration/ vigilance and visuomotor scanning/tracking speed [41] . While all these terms may have some validity, this inconsistency may lead to confusion for future researchers, and may hinder systematic comparison and interpretation of the specific tasks across studies.
Drawing comparisons across studies at present is clearly a challenge given the limited evidence to date and the variation in flavonoids supplemented, dose levels employed, treatment durations and delivery methods. In the isoflavone studies, doses vary between 60 and 110 mg/day total isoflavones [7, 9-11, 13, 14, 21, 22, 32, 33] ; typical isoflavone intakes reported in Asian countries are 60-100 mg/day [13] , providing a suitable rationale for the choice of dose in the majority of isoflavone studies, and findings from in vivo lipid peroxidation [74] and/or previous studies have guided others [9, 10, 21, 32] . However, other isoflavone studies do not provide explicit rationales for their choice of treatment doses. In the non-isoflavone studies, there is a wide range of flavonoid treatment doses: 172 mg/day cocoa flavonols [14] , 120 or 180 mg/day Ginkgo biloba [35, 41] , 150 mg/day flavonoids from French maritime pine extract [57] , and 768 mg/day flavonoids from Pinus radiata in combination with 120 mg/day vitamin C [48] . With three exceptions [21, 22, 32] , baseline flavonoid levels are not reported, and cognitive change does not appear to show a relationship to dose.
Treatment durations vary from 2 weeks [14] to 13 months [7] , with no obvious relationship between cognitive change and treatment duration. Most of the studies delivered flavonoids via supplements, although one trial also used soy milk [13] and another used a flavonol-rich chocolate drink [14] .
As outlined earlier, previous animal studies have shown that flavonoids improve visuospatial memory (or visuospatial working memory) [1, 23, 31, 65, 66, 72] . With one notable exception [13] , there appears to be very little reference to animal flavonoid research work for clues as to 'primary dependent measures' to include in human intervention studies in this area. Of more concern, fewer than half actually investigated aspects of visuospatial memory or visuospatial working memory [13, 21, 22, 32, 48, 57] . Of the six studies that did include visuospatial tasks, three showed significant improvements for participants over the age of 50 years with either 60 mg/day isoflavones [22] , 150 mg/day total flavonoids [57] or 960 mg/day Pinus radiata (containing 80% flavonoids) combined with 120 mg/day vitamin C [48] .
Choice of cognitive tasks should also be guided by significant findings in previous, similar flavonoid studies, perhaps in combination with related measures targeting the particular cognitive domain of interest. Significant effects of isoflavone intake in young adults (22-30 years old) were found on tests of memory and executive function with 100 mg/day [11] ; fewer significant results were found on memory tasks using the smaller dose of 60 mg/day isoflavones in older females [9, 10] although similar positive results were shown on the executive function tasks for all three studies [9] [10] [11] . Most of the same tests were used in these three studies; this continuity of cognitive tasks enables comparisons to be drawn across studies, and helps future studies to determine which factor will is likely to promote treatment success: isoflavone dose, age of target population or an interaction between the two.
Most of the studies using healthy populations did not formally screen for cognitive status. Screening is an important consideration, as there is a danger of including participants with MCI within a healthy study sample, which makes interpretation difficult, as results may not be transferable to cognitively healthy populations. Of the three studies using healthy populations that did screen for cognitive impairment, all used the MMSE; one used a cut off score of 27 [22] for cognitive health, another chose 24 [41] and a third chose 23 [21] . If screening tools are to be used as standard, it is important to reach a consensus regarding cut off scores for cognitive health, as samples with lower cut off scores may include individuals with MCI. The traditional MMSE cut off score used in dementia screening is 24, but a recent assessment of diagnostic accuracy suggests that a cut off of 27 is the optimal score for excluding cognitively impaired individuals [44] .
In line with findings from animal studies which show a slowing or even a reversal of age-related decline [26, 27] , the majority of the studies reviewed looked at flavonoids in the context of older populations, with the exception of the young adult isoflavone study [11] and the cocoa flavonol study with 18-to 30-year-old female students [14] . While the ongoing study of flavonoid intake in older populations is important, it is possible that the window of opportunity for slowing or reversal of age-related declines by dietary means occurs much earlier in the life-cycle, so it makes sense to also consider younger populations. Indeed, both studies showed significant differences on tasks of executive function, and the isoflavone trial also found improvements in memory tasks [11] .
Finally, available evidence is limited by a lack of consideration of genetic factors which may influence shortand long-term responses to flavonoid intake, dose-response relationships, absorption, metabolism and excretion factors which influence the bioavailability and efficacy of flavonoids beneficial to cognitive function. Variations in genetic polymorphisms have been largely ignored in human flavonoid epidemiological and intervention studies. Genetic factors could explain some of the variations/inconsistencies shown in epidemiological studies, and it is important to identify polymorphisms that influence flavonoid uptake and efficacy.
Conclusions
Human flavonoid RCT research with respect to cognitive function is at a very early stage, and conclusions are not yet easy to reach. Significant benefits to cognition have been reported in the majority of studies, mainly in executive function, working memory, other memory functions and more general measures such as processing speed. However, there is little consistency across studies in terms of the cognitive domains measured, and the tasks used. While a wide range of tasks has been used, measures of important areas of everyday cognitive functioning are notable by their absence, for instance, prospective and implicit memory. Moreover, although a wide range of tasks have been used within each cognitive domain, measurement of the full range of specific functions within these domains has by no means been covered. Overall, the choice of individual outcome measures has been inconsistent, and there is general confusion as to what the various tasks actually measure. Moreover, the choice of outcome measures does not generally appear to have been guided by results from relevant animal and human flavonoid studies. There is still an over-dependence on general measures of cognitive function that have not been shown to be sensitive to shortterm changes over weeks or months in cognitively healthy populations, and which do not inform about specific cognitive functions. Some studies do not appear to have been adequately powered, as many have been carried out on small sample sizes and/or without adequately accounting for error. The wide range of treatment doses, delivery methods and intervention durations also make interpretation difficult.
These findings argue for a more systematic approach to exploring cognitive function, across multiple cognitive domains and across multiple functions within domains, addressing the omissions noted above. Overall, there is a clear and continuing need to explore more fully the relationship between flavonoid intake and cognitive function, and future studies should seek to cover the whole range of functions before a full understanding of flavonoid-mediated cognitive change can be gained. In this potentially fruitful area of human cognitive research, this can be achieved by determining cognitive outcome measures that are sensitive, simple and specific to different cognitive domains.
